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ABSTRACT

This paper is a review on energy conservation in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Due to the nature of wireless sensor nodes in terms of deployment and their common usage in terrains with limited access, recharging or replacing sensor nodes batteries may be difficult. This paper examined various sources of energy in WSNs Battery, energy harvesting and energy transference. Also, various energy usage operations and energy wastage activities in WSNs were examined, and comparisons of different routing protocols based on network structure, energy dissipation, data communication cost, and entire energy usage in WSNs were itemized. The prospects of the machine learning (ML) approach in addressing energy constraint issues in WSNs were reviewed. This paper recommends a compound approach in routing decisions to maximize energy usage operation and minimize energy wastage activities, consideration for energy harvesting and transference mechanisms, and exploring the potentials in ML algorithms to resolve energy problem in wireless sensor networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) being a prominent technology in the field of communication engineering is envisioned to gain applications in many aspect of endeavor. Although, military applications such as battle field surveillance brought about the growth of WSNs, today, they are applied in industrial monitoring and control system, inventory management, border control, real time traffic control mechanism, disaster management and other applications. In most cases, wireless sensor nodes are set up in un-attended areas. In such circumstance, recharging or replacing wireless sensor nodes’ battery may be difficult to moderate. Therefore, conserving sensor nodes’ energy is a significant advancement objective.

Energy consumption operation of a WSN can be separated into the following: Sensing, Processing and Communication. Communication operation of a wireless sensor network consists of data
transmission and reception. Among these operations, data transmission consumes most of the energy; approximately 80% (Anastasi et al., 2009). Normally, communication radio utilized in wireless sensor networks exist in two states; active and in-active state. During the active state, the radio operates in transmission and reception mode while the radio operates in sleep mode during in-active state. Zahra and Shima (2012) make it clear that data transmission forms the most power consumption mode in a WSN, while the power consumption in the idle mode is similar to that of the receiving mode. Power utilization in the sleep mode is the least compared to that of the idle listening. Conserving the energy of sensor nodes can extend the lifespan of a whole network (Kumar et al., 2017). Thus, making the deployment of wireless sensor nodes in viable areas to require stringent energy conservation plan.

There are basically three schemes proposed to save sensor battery such as: Duty cycle scheme which turns off the radio during periods of in-activity, data driven scheme and mobility scheme. Among the methods for energy savings, emphasis had been on data driven method through the utilization of data routing protocols to conserve sensor battery and the entire energy usage in wireless sensor networks. Therefore, energy related concerns which include battery usage of sensor nodes and maximization pose some technical challenges to WSNs and are of present receiving great research attention. Energy-conservation practices focus mainly on network and sensing sub-systems. In network sub-system, energy conservation is considered in the operations of each node and in the design of networking protocols. In sensing sub-system, methods are used to minimize the occurrence of energy-expensive samples. Data routing protocol being the most prominent method used to conserve energy in WSNs is mainly classified on the basis of network structure and protocol operations. There are three essential groups of routing protocols in WSNs based on the use of network structure to address energy issue (Chirihane et al., 2017). These includes: Flat routing protocol, Hierarchical (Clustering) routing protocol and Location based routing protocol. Subsequent classification is based on protocol operations such as: Negotiation based, Query based, Multipath based, Quality of Service (QoS) based and Coherent based.

The spotlight of this review on energy conservation in WSN are: Energy sources in WSNs, energy usage operations, energy wastage activities of sensor nodes, comparison of various network-based routing protocols considering energy usage performance parameter and review on the implementation of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms for energy efficiency in WSNs.

ENERGY CONSERVATION IN WSNs

The insatiable demand for energy, the unusual replacement of battery and the challenge of physical recharge of sensor’s battery after deployment should necessitate the need for thorough plan for supply and management of energy in WSNs. Figure 1 is an energy architecture used as a structure for review carried out in this paper. The broad classification of energy conservation schemes in WSNs are: Duty cycle scheme, data driven method and mobility technique.

Duty cycle approach decides appropriate schedule to switch nodes OFF or ON for data communication. The essence of this is to reduce idle listening when a node unnecessarily pay attention to a channel thereby expending energy without data communication and overhearing when a node wait actively; resulting in possibility of receiving data destined to another node. The scheduling algorithm in duty cycle removes idle listening and overhearing because each node has its time window to access the wireless network.

Data driven method minimizes the transmission of redundant or duplicate data in a wireless sensor network. This method also put into consideration; energy-efficient data acquisition, data reduction techniques such as: In-network processing, data prediction and data compression to minimize the size of data being routed in a network (Hossam and Ahmad 2020). In ML algorithms for WSNs, data prediction technique is a prominent and viable option. Data prediction in WSNs is concerned with the building of a model for forecasting sensed parameters of sensor nodes using historical data (Raza et al., 2015; Engmann et al., 2020). The forecasted values are implemented when they fall within
a pre-determined satisfactory threshold. In real time application, the prediction can be modeled on the Base Station (BS), Sensor nodes or on both. Data prediction approach is categorized into: Time series, Stochastic and Algorithmic approach. Time series models have been used to forecast future data values in WSNs (Engmann et al., 2020), typically to decrease the occurrence of data transmission. Typical examples of such Models are: Auto-Regressive Moving Average (ARMA), Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Least Mean Squares (LMS), and Grey Series.

Mobility-based technique is classified into; mobile sink and mobile relay. These ensured that the location of sensor nodes and Base Station is attuned to compensate for long distance transmission in a single hop data delivery method because nodes far from the Base Station (BS) expends additional energy for data transmission. Also, a trade-off of distance for energy in a multi-hop transmission is ensured to reduce transmission cost and the occurrence of energy hole (a situation where nodes closest to the sink depletes their energy earlier in a network). A new sink mobility algorithm developed by (Rahman et al., 2019) revealed that network duration could be enhanced through the operation of a sink node moving in accordance with the plans specified in the algorithm. As a result of the reduction of source range, power spending during data communication is reduced. Also, a Location-Aware Routing for Controlled Mobile Sinks (LARCMS) proposed by (Kumar and Kumar, 2019) help out in decreasing delay experienced during data reporting, enhanced network’s lifespan, coordinate information about the position of the Sink and present a dependable power expenditure. Two portable Sinks were implemented for the compilation of data for a pre-defined route which proffer improved outcome.

**ENERGY SOURCES IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS**

The primary energy source to a node and the entire network of sensor nodes is the battery. Due to the reality that wireless sensor nodes are often deployed in an un-attended or restricted arena, in such a situation, the major operations of wireless sensor node; sensing, processing and communication are dependent on the battery to supply energy. However, there exists a possibility of harvesting energy from other sources to enhance sensor nodes’ battery. The other sources of energy could be from solar energy and other renewable energy sources. Sensor nodes with a harvester antenna can obtain energy through Radio Frequency (RF) wave utilized in data communication. Also, mechanical and thermal sources such as: Vibration, wind, human body motion, thermal conductors and ambient temperature. Among these sources, energy supply through the battery is the most prominent and reliable source.

**ENERGY USAGE OPERATIONS IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS**

Sensor nodes usually utilize energy in its sensing, processing and communication operations. These operations need to be managed to diminish the usage of nodes energy to the minimum thereby extending the life-span of WSNs. The concerned operations are described as follows.

**Sensing**

Sensing operation in WSNs is when the desired event or parameter is being captured usually in form of analogue signal. A node is typically designed to suite a particular event or parameter proposed to be observed before deployment. Examples are: Acoustic sensors for detecting sound, pneumatic sensors for observing pressure, thermal sensors for monitoring temperature, magnetic sensors which may be applicable in real time traffic management system, industrial and oil exploration. The Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC) embedded in the sensing sub-unit of a wireless sensor node converts analogue signal to digital signal. Therefore, in sensing, energy utilization is due to data sampling and analogue to digital conversion.
Data processing operation in WSNs entails; sensor controlling, data compression, data fusion and aggregation which enhances reduction in the size of data to be transmitted, thereby reduces the cost of data transmission. Data processing operation also helps to remove redundant and duplicate data in a network. One important parameter to consider in processing operation of a sensor node and the entire operations of node in a network is the processing duration (time). In an ideal electronic/sensor
circuit, the basic energy demand \( E_{\text{elect}} \) is the measure in Joules or Watt-seconds of the product of Current \( I_{\text{elect}} \) (Ampere) flowing through the circuit and Voltage \( V_{\text{elect}} \) (Volts) across the terminal of the circuit, utilized in a unit Time ‘\( T \)’ (seconds). Therefore:

\[
E_{\text{elect}} = I_{\text{elect}} \times V_{\text{elect}} \times T
\]  

(1)

The parameter; \( I_{\text{elect}} \times V_{\text{elect}} \) defines nodes’ circuits power, \( P_{\text{elect}} \) in Watts of transmitter, receiver and or the amplifier circuit and \( T \) is the time taken to complete a task. Therefore:

\[
E_{\text{elect}} = P_{\text{elect}} \times T
\]  

(2)

For time \( T = 1 \) seconds, 2 seconds, 3 seconds …, \( N \) seconds:

For time \( T = 1 \) seconds, \( E_{\text{elect}} = P_{\text{elect}} \)  

(3)

For time \( T = 2 \) seconds, \( E_{\text{elect}} = P_{\text{elect}} \times 2 \)  

(4)

For time \( T = 3 \) seconds, \( E_{\text{elect}} = P_{\text{elect}} \times 3 \)  

(5)

Thus, for time \( T = N \) seconds, \( E_{\text{elect}} = P_{\text{elect}} \times N \)  

(6)

Based on the fact that the energy consumed by sensor nodes to execute various operations in a network is directly proportional to the time taken to accomplish a task, it is necessary to design a strategy for speedy execution of tasks such as: Data processing, switching period between modes; (Sleep, idle and active) and other operations.

**Communication**

Data communication in WSNs involves transmission of processed data from the transmitting node and reception of data at the receiving node. The communication sub-unit of a wireless sensor node consists of a transceiver that is capable of transmitting and receiving data and the radio module usually a zig-bee which enhances the connectivity between nodes. The amount of energy in utilizing the radio for the transmission of data is always greater than the energy expenditure during reception due to the fact that data has to be transmitted over a certain distance to reach the receiving node. The total cost of data communication in WSNs is the sum of transmission cost and reception cost. Table 1 listed out transmission and reception parameters basically used to estimate the cost of data transmission, reception and communication of a ‘\( n \)’ bit data along a distance ‘\( d \)’ in the respective equations. NA means Not Applicable.

Fundamentally, the energy requirement of a sensor node to transmit a ‘\( n \)’ bit of data is proportional to the square of the distance ‘\( d \)’ between the transmitting end and the destination while the operating power of the transmitter circuit and amplifier is constant. However, when ‘\( d \)’ is equivalent to or
exceeds a pre-defined threshold $d_0$, the fourth power of ‘$d$’; $(d^4)$ is utilized to estimate transmission and communication cost:

Transmission cost: $E_T(n, d) = n(E_{TX} + d^4 \cdot \epsilon_{amp})$  

Reception cost: $E_R(n) = n(E_{RX})$  

Communication cost: $E = E_T + E_R = n(E_{TX} + d^4 \cdot \epsilon_{amp} + E_{RX})$  

To determine the optimal energy path for communication, it is essential to put into consideration the shortest route from source node to BS and the energy content of sensor nodes along the desired route. Equations 7, 8 and 9 are valid for one hop communication from source to BS. However, for multi-hop communication where data is transmitted over a certain number ($n_0$) of hops with a minimum distance ($d_m$) between nodes, distance ‘$d$’ is therefore given as:

$d = n_0 \cdot d_m$  

Let the quantity $n_0 \cdot d_m = x$ in equation 10:

$d = x$  

Substituting equation 11 in 7:

$E_T(n, x) = n(E_{TX} + x^4 \cdot \epsilon_{amp})$  

Table 1. List of Transmission and Reception Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Description</th>
<th>Transmission Symbol</th>
<th>Reception Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Requirement of Transceiver Circuits</td>
<td>$E_{TX}$: Energy required by transmitter circuits</td>
<td>$E_{RX}$: Energy required by receiver circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of the data packet in bits; assuming no data loss</td>
<td>$n$: Size of data to be transmitted</td>
<td>$n$: Size of data to be received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy requirement of transmitter amplifier</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{amp}$: Free space transmitter amplifier energy</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Distance</td>
<td>$d$: Distance from transmitting node to receiving node</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-defined threshold value of distance for a particular environment</td>
<td>$d_0$: Maximum expected transmission distance for free space channel with minimum obstruction</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly, for data transmitted in multi-hop, it requires \( n_0 - 1 \) times reception at the nodes before reaching the BS. Thus, total reception cost of ‘n’ bit data in a multi-hop is:

\[
E_R(n) = n_0 - 1\left(n \ast E_{RX}\right)
\]  

(13)

and the total communication cost is expressed in equation 14 as:

\[
E = n\left[E_{TX} + x^2 \ast \epsilon_{amp} + n_0 - 1\left(E_{RX}\right)\right]
\]  

(14)

Thus, the product of \( n_0 \) and \( d_m \) parameters in the transmission and communication cost equations reduces the transmitting distance, enhances balanced usage of energy and consequently reduces communication cost in a multi-hop routing. However, the major task of communication protocols is not only to locate the least energy route from a source node to BS, but also find the most resourceful method to extend network duration and this is envisioned to be effectively accomplished with the implementation of ML algorithms.

ENERGY WASTAGE ACTIVITIES IN WSNs

The common energy wastage activities in WSNs are: Idle listening; a scenario where a node listens to an idle channel so as to receive possible traffic (Sahoo et al., 2014). Collision; a situation whereby a node receives more than a packet concurrently and leading to re-transmission of excess packet and energy wastage (Tao et al., 2012). Over-emitting; when data is transmitted by a node unexpectedly. Over-hearing; describes what happens when a node takes delivery of data destined to another node (Zahra and Shima, 2012; Hossam and Ahmad, 2020).

Majority of the current energy minimization models neglects other parameters for energy conservation and focused on data transfer and reception. The power consumption modeled by (Heinzelman et al., 2000) and (Heinzelman et al., 2002) focused on the cost of data transfer and reception and figured out the upper limit for energy-efficiency of one hop distance. The method considered a midway node between the sending end and the receiving end so that the re-transmission will save energy. Junaid et al., (2014) emphasized that in the design of an energy-efficient algorithm, consideration for energy supply and energy consumption in parallel is very paramount. Energy savings in WSNs therefore requires a good conservation plan which should be able to examine energy sources, energy usage operations and energy wastage activities.

ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN WSNs

In wireless sensor networks, routing protocol is defined as the manner of data dissemination from the network field to the BS or resource management center (Manap et al., 2013). However, data routing technique has become a complex issue due to the following factors: Dynamic nature of WSNs, inadequate battery life, computational overhead, self-organization and restricted range of sensor nodes. Consequent to the inadequate battery life and the fact that battery replacement is sometimes difficult to realize due to the area of deployment, the network lifetime is limited. Therefore, a careful management of energy resources is required to increase the lifespan of wireless sensor networks. WSNs routing protocols discover and maintain energy-efficient paths for reliable and efficient communication in a network (Al-karaki and Kamal, 2004). The major purpose of the design of routing procedure (protocol) is to elongate the lifetime of a network by ensuring the sensors are kept active for a long period because of limitations in the energy of sensor nodes. Therefore, to maintain
longer connectivity of a network, the design of routing protocols that accommodates the transaction between energy spending and optimization is very necessary. Generally, routing protocols in WSN are classified on the basis of network structure and the operation of protocols.

**CLASSIFICATION OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS BASED ON NETWORK STRUCTURE**

The structure of the network plays vital role in the operation of the routing protocols in wireless sensor networks. The three major classes of routing protocols based on network structure are: Flat, hierarchical and location based routing protocol. Table 2 compares some of the routing protocols.

**Flat Routing Protocol**

In flat routing protocol, each node plays the same role and nodes work together to perform the sensing task (Al-karaki and Kamal, 2004), (Jian-guang et al., 2010). Flat routing protocols are operative in WSNs that are small in size and are fairly undesirable in large scale deployment due to resource limitations. Data transmission is performed hop by hop, usually using the form of flooding (Liu, 2012). Flooding, Gossiping, SPIN (Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation) and Directed Diffusion are some of the routing protocols that utilized flat network structure. In Flooding, a given node transmits data to its neighbours which in turn transfer same data to their entire neighbour for all nodes to be reached. In Gossiping, data is only transmitted to one neighbor that is selected at random. Gossiping conserves more energy than Flooding. In SPIN, before data transmission, nodes negotiate with each other so that it will overcome collapse and overlap of nodes. A routing protocol in WSNs where the Base Station generates interest that diffuse through the network is called Directed Diffusion. It is an application aware protocol. The intermediate nodes for matching data in a specific direction are searched using Gradients. Proper selection of the good path makes for energy conservation in diffusion, which enables local multipath interaction, thus improves usage of bandwidth.

**Location Based Routing Protocol**

In location based routing protocol, the location information of wireless networks is utilized in routing data in an energy-efficient manner. Global Positioning System (GPS) devices are attached to each sensor node for accurate localization. This location information is used to calculate the distance between two given nodes for proper estimate of energy utilization. The awareness of the region to be sensed by nodes enhances the diffusion of query to that specific region thereby limiting the number of transmission in the out-of-region space. The location-based routing is ideal for mobile ad hoc networks. Summarily, location-based routing requires three facts:

- Each node in the network must know the information of its own location (Niculescu 2004);
- Each node must be conscious of the position of its adjacent nodes; one-hop away from it;
- The destination node’s location must be known to the source.

**Hierarchical Routing Protocol**

Hierarchical routing protocol is a cluster-based routing. It was initially proposed in wire line networks. It is a two-layer protocol that utilizes one layer for cluster heads selection and the other layer for routing. It is a popular technique which is scalable and provides efficient nodes communication. This protocol is employed to perform energy-efficient routing in WSNs. In hierarchical routing, nodes perform dissimilar function and are usually arranged into clusters based on definite requirements. Formation of clusters and assignment of specific duty to Cluster Head (CH) can extensively contribute to energy efficiency and lifetime extension of a network. While higher energy nodes are responsible for information processing and transmission, sensor nodes with low energy content can perform data
sensing in a hierarchical architecture. Thus, hierarchical routing protocol efficiently reduces intra-cluster energy consumption, performs data aggregation and fusion so as to lower the size of data that is transmitted to the Base Station (BS). Though, the first hierarchical routing protocol proposed by Heinzelman et al., (2000) had limitations such as: One hop data routing technique through the CH and non consideration for nodes residual energy. Subsequent routing protocols under the hierarchical category addressed the limitations.

Table 2 shows that hierarchical routing protocol performs best in addressing energy wastage activities, energy usage operation and communication cost in wireless sensor networks.

CLASSIFICATION OF ROUTING TECHNIQUES BASED ON PROTOCOL OPERATION

Based on protocol operation, routing technique in WSNs is classified as: Negotiation based, Query based, Multipath based, Quality of Service (QoS) based and Coherent based (Al-karaki and Kamal, 2004). The protocols under this taxonomy operate on the basis of network-structure operation or the manner the structure needs the protocols to function depending upon sudden changes in the network. Protocols are further classified as proactive, reactive and hybrid based on the type of communication routes processed in a network for data communication from source to destination.

**Multi Path-Based**

These protocols are competent in managing multiple paths. Sensor nodes send the received data on multiple paths rather than passing through a single path thereby reducing the energy budget for each path in a network.

**Query-Based**

Query-based routing broadcast the use of queries issued by the Base Station requesting for certain information from the nodes in the network. A sensor node accountable for data sensing and collection reads these queries and search for a match with the requested data in the queries. Once there is a match, it starts data transfer process to the appropriate node or Base Station. This process is well-known as Directed Diffusion. These queries, which move in the network, generate a path while passing through all the nodes. In this method, less energy is used and data aggregation is executed on a route. Thus, Query based protocol operation achieves energy efficiency by increasing the quantity of information obtained with low latency and low bandwidth through the instrument of high level queries.

**Negotiation-Based**

These protocols make use of complex descriptors coded in high level in order to get rid of redundant data in transmission. Due to the fact that flooding is used to disseminate data, resulting in data collision, nodes thereby receive duplicate data during transmission. Thus, a repeated negotiation is carried out to remove duplicate data through continuous exchange of the same set of data between the same set of nodes. This operation aimed to achieve energy efficiency by removing redundant data and reducing the size of data before transmission. However, the repeated negotiation consumes a lot of energy.

**Quality of Service (QoS) Based**

In this operation, service quality and energy are maintained in the network. Whenever the BS requests for data from the sensed nodes in the network, the transmission has to suit definite Quality of Service consideration such as: Bounded latency (sensed data must be sent without delay) and Bandwidth consumed.
Table 2. Comparison of Various Routing Protocols Based on Network Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing protocol</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Data Aggregation</th>
<th>Energy wastage</th>
<th>Energy usage</th>
<th>Communication cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Protocol for Information via Negotiation (SPIN)</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directed Diffusion</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumour Routing</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquire</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cougar</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Aware Routing (EAR)</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm (MCFA)</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient Based Routing (GBR)</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF)</td>
<td>Location-based</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR)</td>
<td>Location-based</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy other Adaptive Face Routing (GOAFR)</td>
<td>Location-based</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Forward within Radius (MFR)</td>
<td>Location-based</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Distance Routing (GEDIR)</td>
<td>Location-based</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Energy Efficient LEACH (IEE-LEACH)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold-Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor Network (TEEN)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Threshold TEEN (APTEEN)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information System (PEGASIS)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal Energy Communication Network (MECN)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Minimal Energy Communication Network (SMECN)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Grid Architecture (VGA)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical Partition-Based Anonymous Routing (HPAR)</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Some contents within Table 2 are extracted from Misra, et al. (2009) and Goncalves, et al. (2019)
Coherent-Based

In this operation, the sensor nodes in the network collect data and perform a minimal process such as duplicate suppression and time stamping on the data before it is forwarded to the aggregators (nearest neighbors or BS) for further processing. The technique is energy efficient and reduces delay.

MACHINE LEARNING RELATED; ENERGY EFFICIENT ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN WSNs

Ho et al. (2012) developed a ladder diffusion algorithm to resolve the constraint of energy expenditure in routing, making use of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) technique which decides transmit lanes and efficiently trims down energy expenditure. Ailian et al. (2018) combined the merits of the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm and minimum hop routing strategy to successfully decrease energy utilization in the network considered. Bhushan and Sahoo (2020) proposed a Fuzzy based clustering technique known as ‘Intelligent and Secured Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm using Balanced Load Sub Cluster Formation’ (ISFC-BLS) which facilitates cooperative communication in the network. The balanced load sub-cluster formation discovers nodes which joins the cluster. ACO technique was implemented to locate the optimal route to the destination. By reducing the number of control messages and energy consumption of sensor nodes, the protocol achieved a secured and effective clustering technique compared to other technique for improving network lifespan and enhancing energy efficiency. The Equilibrium Strategy-Based Routing Optimization Algorithm (ESRA) for WSNs projected by (Tang et al., 2018) initially put up a minimum energy spending tree and thereafter offers a cut-edge approach to achieve load stability between nodes. The approach efficiently makes use of energy and lengthens the network existence. Samara and Aljaiedi (2018) proposed a Best First Search (BSF) Artificial Intelligence (AI) Algorithm. The method was used in selecting a next-hop data communication route. The authors aimed to maximize the duration of the network, enhance system reliability and the average delivery rate of information using a multi-variable heuristic function. Samara and Aljaiedi (2019) introduced an Artificial Intelligent algorithm which route data efficiently in the network with minimal consumption of energy. Two protocols based on K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) ML algorithms were developed to achieve better performance in WSNs. A protocol was proposed by (Gental and Lobiyal, 2019) on the basis of Genetic Algorithms for energy-aware multipath routing techniques. The protocol introduced a cost function that considers the distance between the centre and the event arena, the center and Base Station together with nodes’ residual energy for Cluster Head selection. The protocol enhances energy efficiency.

In WSNs, there are other issues that causes energy wastage. It is possible for a sensor in a network to develop fault due to deployment or some environmental situations, which can cause congestion, loss of data, transmissions failure, re-routing problem, extension of transmission path, thereby resulting to extra use of energy. Similarly, event detection, target tracking and localization (recognizing the geographic location of sensor nodes) if not properly managed, can cause a network to consume more than the budgeted power. Therefore, state-of-the-art algorithms in Machine Learning can improve the performance of WSNs and maintain an acceptable equilibrium in energy consumption. Table 3 presents few notable ML algorithms and their applications in WSNs.

Due to the challenges associated with traditional routing protocols in WSNs and future projection of large scale deployment of sensor nodes in a dynamic environment, it is important to direct research towards the implementation of ML algorithm such as: Fuzzy Logic, decision tree, reinforcement learning and neural networks which are able to provide facilities to extend network duration, learn the properties of a dynamic environment and effectively utilize the varying nature of WSNs.
CoNCLUSI oN

Energy consumption in WSNs is such that nodes expend energy to sense, process, transmit and receive viable data and at other occasion, nodes dissipate energy to execute wasteful activities, operate on non-viable data and transmit duplicate data. Hence, energy saving is one of the solutions to the resourceful operation of WSNs. Some long-established methods generally decreases the communication distance and energy expenditure of data transmission lane, consequently, extending the duration of a wireless sensor network. However, it is reasonable to consider multi-routing information and implement a compound approach in routing choice, and it is as well essential to expansively consider an assortment of nodes and network attributes for ML based data routing technique in Wireless Sensor Networks. Similarly, for utmost energy conservation, the deployment of networks of sensor node should be able to consider reliable energy sources, minimize wastage activities, maximize useful operations of sensor nodes and optimize the routing protocols.

RECoMMENDATIoNS

The following recommendations are made to alleviate energy constraint issue in WSNs and offer direction for further studies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML Algorithms</th>
<th>Category of Learning</th>
<th>Applications in WSNs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Localization, connectivity challenges, data aggregation and energy harvesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Fault detection, data aggregation and selection of path for mobile Sink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Localization, data aggregation and routing, fault detection and congestion control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Learning</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Data routing, data quality evaluation, fault detection and energy harvesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine (SVM)</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Localization, data routing, connectivity problem, fault detection and congestion control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian</td>
<td>Supervised (Statistical Based)</td>
<td>Localization, fault detection, coverage issues, event detection, target tracking and mobile sink route selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)</td>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td>Data aggregation and fault detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Means Clustering</td>
<td>Unsupervised</td>
<td>Selecting the best CH for routing and for finding mobile Sink pathway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy-C-Means Clustering</td>
<td>Unsupervised</td>
<td>Localization, connectivity and mobile sink route selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)</td>
<td>Unsupervised</td>
<td>Data aggregation and routing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principle Components Analysis (PCA)</td>
<td>Unsupervised</td>
<td>Localization, data aggregation, target tracking and fault detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolutionary Computation</td>
<td>Reinforcement</td>
<td>Localization, coverage issues, routing of data, target tracing and mobility of Sink.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Notable ML Algorithms Applicable in WSNs
1. More research attention should be directed towards the factors that enhance energy wastage activities in WSNs.
2. Experimental research should also be surveyed into hybrid of different classifications of routing protocols.
3. Future design and fabrication of wireless sensor nodes should put into consideration energy harvesting and transference mechanisms with little or no compromise on sensor size.
4. More research work is recommended in the use of Machine Learning Algorithms to coordinate energy usage operations in WSNs.
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